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Prepare. Plan. Create.
Welcome YouScheduler friends and supporters,
We appreciate you for connecting with YouScheduler. YouScheduler provides a service for students to achieve
their full potential and institutions driven insight to build the best experience possible for their students and
faculty. It is a startup company founded and run by two students at the University of New Hampshire aiming
to unlock the world of college course analytics. With an efficient software, YouScheduler’s suite allows
students to prepare, plan and create their desired course schedule. YouScheduler is able to help
students increase their success and provide institutions data-based insight to enhance learning in higher
education.
The YouScheduler team in combination with our supportive mentors and advisers, aim to enhance higher
education. Special thanks to the University of New Hampshire Entrepreneur Center for providing YouScheduler
the resources to expand as a company and continue to grow in becoming a leader contributor in software as a
service to enhance higher education across the nation.
Read on to learn more about what the team has been up to in recent months!
Thank you,
The YouScheduler Team
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Summer Expansion
With classes completed and the dreaded week of finals passed, many students at the
University of New Hampshire packed their bags and left campus ready for a relaxing summer.
For the YouScheduler Team, this summer brings travel to an astounding opportunity, stepping
into a new role, and expansion.
At the start of the summer, Co-Founder Francesco Mikulis-Borsoi headed west to Cupertino,
California. Mikulis-Borsoi had the honor of accepting a prestigious software engineer
internship for arguably one of the most innovating and cutting-edge technology companies in
the world; Apple. Although the majority of his time will be dedicated to fulfilling his
internship responsibilities, Mikulis-Borsoi will still be working and assisting the YouScheduler
Team back home in Durham, New Hampshire.
This summer, Co-Founder Kristian Comer geared up to take on a management role at
YouSchedular headquarters in Durham, New Hampshire. Comer, still a lead developer in
YouSchedular’s software, will manage two summer interns. Although it will take time adjusting
to his added responsibilities as a manager and leader, Comer is thrilled about the immense
strides the company will endure this summer.
Through the Entrepreneur Center at the University of New Hampshire and the Patten Family
Foundation, YouScheduler was able to hire Jessie DeLouis as a Finance and Digital Marketing
Intern. DeLouis is entering her junior year at the University of New Hampshire and is a Business
Administration major with a dual option in Finance and Business Analytics. Throughout the
summer DeLouis will be improving YouScheduler’s social media presence as well as
preforming market development. DeLouis will also be producing a marketing plan, blog, and
case studies for the company.
YouScheduler also chose to hire Caleb Peffer as a Software Development Intern. Peffer is also
entering his junior year at the University of New Hampshire as a Computer Science major.
Peffer will work closely with Kristian Comer in expanding YouScheduler’s software suite
throughout the summer.

“I wanted to work for
YouScheduler because I am
passionate about building
and creating products that
have an impact on the people
around me. YouScheduler is
an amazing tool that allows
me, my friends, and colleges
to schedule their time more
efficiently.”
- Caleb Peffer

